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INSTRUCTIONS:

The paper is composed of two (2f Sections:

Section I: Thirteen (13) questions, all Compulsory.

Section II: Five (5) questions, Choose Three (3) only.
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Every candidate is required to strictly obev the above
instrrrctiohs. Rrnishment measures will be applied to anyone
who iqnores these instructions.
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section I. Thirteen (18| compursory questions ssmarks

01. Factorize^ 4x2 - 64

O2. Calculate the derivative ef y = #; xz*1,

o3. The figure below represents an open rectangular box made of wood 1cm
thick.

If the external dimensions of the box are 42crnlong, 32cmwide and 15cm deep;
and the internal measurement of the box are 40cm long, 3O cm wide and 14cm
deep. Calculate the volume of wood in the box.

O4. Calculate lim*-**
05. calculate the size of each angle of a regular pentagon.
O6. Solve in IR, logo(x+4) + logo(x-2) : logo(4x)

07. Given tnat a=(l); i=(1) 'i

Calculate:

i. 2d+i

ii. lza + Bl

08. Solve the following equation for O < x < 2x

Cos2x=3sinx+2n

09. A cuboid has 12cm of length, gcm of width and
i. Calculate its area.

ii. Find its volume.

10. Solve the following equation in Rz

lY:3x*2t y- x:Z

11. Evaruate f -3x+1'mM

7cm of height.
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L2. i. Construct the triangle PQR in which PQ = 1ocm, angle PQR : 40o and

angle^ PRQ = 75' 2marks

ii. Calculate the third angle of the triangle. 2marks

iii. Calculate the area of the triangle if its height is 6cm. lmark
13. Given points P, Q, R in space, find the equation of the plane through

the points. P = (1, 1, 1), Q = (1, 2, O), R = (-1,2, L). Smarks

Section II. Answer any three (3f questions of your choice

(Do not choose more than three questions). 4Smarks

L1,..a.The third term of an Arithmetic Progression is 73 and the eight

terms is 13.

i. Find the common difference 6marks

ii. Find the first 4marks

2marksiii. Find the 12ft

. b. If d = 7i* B7-and i : 5i 2i; Find the scalar product d.6 Smarks

15. Solve the following system of linear equations using Cramer's methods:

(3x+4y+z:10
lz*- 3y*sz--9
(, *2y- z: 6
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16. A line passes through points A (2,-1, 5) and B(3,6,-4)

a) Write a vector equation of the line;

b) Write parametric equations for the line;

c) Determine if the point C (0,-15, 9) lies on the line.

17. a) Veri$z that arc ,*) + arc tan!:!
b) Solve in IR: 9* -2.3**t - 27

x*2
18r Let ffxl = 

-x+1
a) Find domain of definition of f(x);

b) Veri$z the parity; -, "

c) Calculate the boundary limits and relative as5rmptotes to f(x);

d) Find f '(x) and its table of signs;
e) Find f " (x) and its table of signs;
f) Sketch the graph of f(x).
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